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Predicting Language Lateralization from Gray Matter
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It has long been predicted that the degree to which language is lateralized to the left or right hemisphere might be reflected in the
underlying brain anatomy. We investigated this relationship on a voxel-by-voxel basis across the whole brain using structural and
functional magnetic resonance images from 86 healthy participants. Structural images were converted to gray matter probability images,
and language activation was assessed during naming and semantic decision. All images were spatially normalized to the same symmet-
rical template, and lateralization images were generated by subtracting right from left hemisphere signal at each voxel. We show that the
degree to which language was left or right lateralized was positively correlated with the degree to which gray matter density was lateral-
ized. Post hoc analyses revealed a general relationship between gray matter probability and blood oxygenation level-dependent signal.
This is the first demonstration that structural brain scans can be used to predict language lateralization on a voxel-by-voxel basis in the
normal healthy brain.

Introduction
One of the most striking examples of human brain organization is
that the left hemisphere is more involved in language process-
ing than the right hemisphere (Broca, 1865; Hécaen et al.,
1981; Finger and Roe, 1999), yet the underpinnings of this func-
tional asymmetry are unclear. Here we investigate whether, and
how, language lateralization in the normal healthy brain is pre-
dicted by interhemispheric differences in brain structure.

Previous studies have already suggested that language lateral-
ization may be reflected, to some extent, by asymmetry in the
underlying brain structures (Geschwind and Levitsky, 1968;
Galaburda et al., 1987; Witelson and Kigar, 1992; Karbe et al.,
1995; Tzourio et al., 1998; Josse et al., 2003; Luders et al., 2003;
Toga and Thompson, 2003; Dorsaint-Pierre et al., 2006). For
example, an auditory area of the temporal lobe, known as the
planum temporale, is typically larger in the left than in the right
hemisphere (Geschwind and Levitsky, 1968), even in the human
fetus (Chi et al., 1977), leading to speculation that language lat-
eralization may originate from structural asymmetry in this area.
However, the very few studies that have actually measured struc-
tural asymmetry and language lateralization in the same subjects
have used either small samples of normal subjects [n � 20, except
for one that reported a negative result (Eckert et al., 2006)] or
larger samples of patients who may have abnormal structure–
function relationships (Toga and Thompson, 2003; Josse and
Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2004; Dorsaint-Pierre et al., 2006). Moreover,

previous studies have compared structural asymmetry and lan-
guage lateralization at different levels, by either comparing local
(regional) structural asymmetries with global (hemispheric)
measures of language lateralization (Foundas et al., 1994, 1996;
Dorsaint-Pierre et al., 2006) or comparing structural asymmetry
in one region with language lateralization in other regions (Karbe
et al., 1995; Tzourio et al., 1998; Josse et al., 2003). This approach
is not optimal because the degree to which language is lateralized
varies with the tasks and regions that are tested (Josse and
Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2004). The relationship between structural
asymmetry and language lateralization, for any given task, there-
fore needs to be investigated within the same brain regions.

Here we used a novel magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
analysis to regress the degree to which brain structure was later-
alized with the degree to which functional language activation
was lateralized. This was conducted on a voxel-by-voxel basis
across the whole brain in 86 participants. Lateralization was de-
termined, in each voxel, as the signal difference between the left
and right hemisphere, after spatial normalization to a symmetri-
cal template. We then used the same voxel-by-voxel regression
analysis to examine the relationship between gray matter with
activation for two other tasks that are not typically lateralized to
the left or right hemisphere: visual processing and articulation.
This demonstrated that the relationship between the lateralized
gray matter and lateralized language activation images was likely
to be a consequence of a more general relationship between gray
matter and activation.

Materials and Methods
Participants
The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee, and all 86 par-
ticipants gave written informed consent to take part in the study (sup-
plemental Table 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). All participants were native English speakers and were free of
any psychiatric or neurological abnormalities. The group comprised 41
males and 45 females. Forty-six participants described themselves as
right-handed, and the remaining 40 described themselves as either
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ambidextrous or left-handed. These self-descriptions were concordant
with the Edinburgh questionnaire (Oldfield, 1971).

Language lateralization index
For each subject, language lateralization was measured using the proce-
dure described by Nagata et al. (2001), which is independent of the
statistical threshold. In brief, this procedure calculates the difference in
the number of left and right hemisphere voxels activated for all language
tasks relative to all baseline tasks, at a range of different statistical thresh-
old. The relationship between lateralization and the statistical threshold
is reflected in a constant term that is entered into an equation comparing
the total difference in left and right hemisphere voxels divided by the total
number of voxels activated. The results revealed a wide distribution of
lateralization indices along a left � right to right � left continuum (Josse
et al., 2008). The large majority of subjects (74 of 86) showed typical left
lateralization or no lateralization, the remaining 12 subjects had atypical
right lateralization, and all but one of these were non-right-handers.

Experimental design
The language activation paradigm used a 2 � 2 factorial design that
resulted in four activation conditions (Fig. 1). The first factor manipu-
lated “stimulus,” which could be either pictures of objects or their written
names. The second factor manipulated “task,” which could be either
naming or semantic decision. Each of the four activation conditions had
a corresponding sensorimotor baseline condition. For picture stimuli,
the baseline involved seeing pictures of non-objects and for written
words, the baseline involved seeing unfamiliar symbols. This resulted in
a total of eight conditions: four activation tasks and four baseline tasks. In
all trials for all conditions, three stimuli were simultaneously presented as
a “triad,” with one stimulus above and two stimuli below. The task in-
structions were as follows.

Picture naming. Participants were instructed to name aloud all three
pictures in the triad, starting with the top stimulus, then the bottom left
stimulus, and finally the bottom right stimulus. Participants’ verbal re-
sponses were recorded and filtered using a noise cancellation procedure
to monitor accuracy and response times. The participants were trained to
whisper their responses and to minimize jaw and head movements in the
scanner (as in the study of Mechelli et al., 2007). Nevertheless, it was still

necessary to exclude subjects as a result of
movement artifacts or evidence of �2 mm
movement in the translation direction.

Picture-naming baseline. Participants articu-
lated “one, two, three” aloud while looking at
the three pictures of unfamiliar non-objects.
Responses were recorded as in the naming task.

Reading words and reading baseline. The in-
structions were the same as for picture naming
and its baseline, i.e., read all three object names
and say “one, two, three” in response to the
unfamiliar symbols.

Semantic decisions on pictures of objects. Par-
ticipants were required to make a finger-press
response to indicate whether the stimulus
above (e.g., glove) was more closely related in
meaning to the stimulus on the bottom left
(e.g., sock) or the bottom right (e.g., rope). Re-
action times and accuracy were recorded. The
selected response (left or right side of screen)
was indicated by the spatial position of two fin-
gers on the same hand. Thus, the right middle
finger indicated the stimulus on the right,
whereas the index finger of the same hand
indicated the stimulus on the left.

Semantic baseline. Participants were instructed
to decide whether the unfamiliar stimulus above
looked identical to the stimulus on the bottom
left or bottom right, using the same finger-press
responses as in the semantic conditions.

Semantic decisions on written names and per-
ceptual decisions on unfamiliar symbols. The in-

structions and recordings were identical to those described for pictures
above. Each subject participated in four scanning runs lasting �6 min
each, with two runs involving the four articulation tasks and two runs
involving the four matching (finger-press) tasks. Within each run, stim-
uli were blocked with four triads per block. Each run included four blocks
(16 triads) of pictures, four blocks of words, as well as two blocks (eight
triads) of non-objects and two blocks of symbols. Each block was pre-
ceded by 3.6 s of instructions (e.g., “Name,” “Read,” “Say 1, 2, 3”), and
each triad then remained on the screen for 4 s followed by 180 ms of fixation,
adding up to 16.7 s for each condition. In addition, we interspersed the task
blocks with four blocks of fixation each lasting 14.4 s. The order of words and
pictures was counterbalanced within run. In addition, the order of task was
counterbalanced across runs (either run 1–articulation, run 2–matching,
run 3–matching, and run 4–articulation; or run 1–matching, run 2–articu-
lation, run 3–articulation, and run 4–matching).

Stimuli
All stimuli were derived from a set of 192 familiar objects with three to six
letter names: 33 had three letter names (e.g., “cat,” “bus,” “hat”), 65 had
four letter names (“ship,” “bell,” “frog,” “hand”), 58 had five letter names
(“teeth,” “camel,” “snake”), and 36 had six letter names (“spider,” “dag-
ger,” “button”). A pilot study with eight participants ensured intersub-
ject agreement on all picture names. The 192 objects were first divided
into two different sets of 96 items, which we will refer to as set A and set
B. One group of selected participants was presented with set A as written
words for reading aloud, set B as pictures for object naming, set B for
semantic decisions on words, and set A for semantic decisions on
pictures. The other group was presented with set B as written words
for reading aloud, set A as pictures for object naming, set A for semantic
decisions on words, and set B for semantic decisions on pictures. Thus, no
word or picture was repeated over the experiment, although each object
concept occurred twice (once as a word and once as a picture). Words and
pictures were counterbalanced within and between runs.

In the naming/reading triads, we minimized the semantic relationship
between stimuli e.g., “lemon” (above), “cow” (bottom left), “pipe” (bot-
tom right). In the semantic triads, there was a strong semantic relation-
ship between two items in the triad but not the third item, e.g., “bomb” is

Figure 1. Experimental design. There were eight different conditions, with four types of stimuli (pictures of familiar objects, the
written names of those objects, unfamiliar Greek symbols, and pictures of unfamiliar wooden or plastic blocks). Three items were
presented simultaneously, one above and two below. In the speaking conditions, the instructions were as follows: name the three
pictures, read the three words, say “1, 2, 3” to the unfamiliar items. In the matching conditions, the instructions were to make a left
or right finger-press response to indicate whether the left or the right bottom stimulus matched the top stimulus. The same
stimulus items were used in the speaking and matching conditions, but the combination of three items within a triad was changed.
The figure shows the stimuli for the matching conditions. In the speaking conditions, there was no semantic relationship between
the three stimuli in a triad. For additional details, see Materials and Methods.
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more semantically related to “gun” than “bottle.” We did not include
triads in which the semantic decision could be made on the basis of
perceptual attributes or verbal associations (e.g., “cat and dog,” “knife
and fork,” “sock and shoe”). A pilot study with eight participants ensured
intersubject agreement on the expected semantic association.

Stimulus presentation was via a video projector, a back-projection
screen, and a system of mirrors fastened to a head coil. Words were
presented in lowercase Arial font and occupied 4.9° (width) and 1.2°
(height) of the visual field. Each picture was scaled to take 7.3 � 8.5° of
the visual field.

Data acquisition
A Siemens 1.5T Sonata scanner was used to acquire both anatomical and
functional images from all participants. Anatomical T1-weighted images
were acquired using a three-dimensional modified driven equilibrium
Fourier transform sequence, 176 sagittal partitions with an image matrix
of 256 � 224, and a final resolution of 1 mm 3 [repetition time (TR),
12.24 ms; echo time, 3.56 ms; inversion time, 530 ms].

Functional T2*-weighted echoplanar images with blood oxygenation
level-dependent (BOLD) contrast comprised 40 axial slices of 2 mm
thickness with 1 mm slice interval and 3 � 3 mm in-plane resolution.
One hundred three volumes were acquired per session, leading to a total
of 412 volume images across the four sessions. Effective TR was 3.6
s/volume. TR and stimulus onset asynchrony did not match, allowing for
distributed sampling of slice acquisition across the experiment (Veltman
et al., 2002). To avoid Nyquist ghost artifacts, a generalized reconstruc-
tion algorithm was used for data processing. After reconstruction, the
first four volumes of each session were discarded to allow for T1 equili-
bration effects.

Data analysis
Image processing and statistical analyses were conducted using Statistical
Parametric Mapping (SPM5) (Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimag-
ing, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk) running under Matlab 7
(MathWorks).

Structural MRI data
Each subject’s structural MR image was segmented and spatially normal-
ized using the default options in the unified segmentation/normalization
procedure implemented in SPM5 (Ashburner and Friston, 2005). The
default options are as follows: {2,2,2,4} for the number of Gaussians in
the different brain tissue classes, 25 mm for the cutoff of three-
dimensional discrete cosine transform basis functions for spatial warp-
ing, very light bias regularization, and 75 mm width for the Gaussian
smoothness of intensity bias fields. Only the resulting gray matter prob-
ability image was subsequently used for additional processing. Each voxel
value in that image gives the probability of being gray matter. This prob-
ability depends on (1) T1 signal values, (2) the spatial localization of the
voxel, and (3) the previous values of all brain tissues at this voxel location
(e.g., a probability of 0.6 to be in the gray matter can also be seen as a 0.4
probability of being inside white matter or CSF). The gray matter tem-
plate used, representing the previous probability of gray matter at each
voxel, was a symmetrical version of the default gray matter template in
SPM5, which is derived from the standard Montreal Neurological Insti-
tute (MNI) template (recommended by the international consortium for
brain mapping). Our symmetrical gray matter template was created by
simply copying, flipping along the x-axis, and averaging the original and
the mirror versions of the template. The symmetrically normalized gray
matter images were resampled to 2 � 2 � 2 mm voxels and smoothed
with a 6 mm full-width half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel to
compensate for residual variability after spatial normalization. The
choice of voxel size and smoothing corresponded to our standard
preprocessing of the functional images (see below). We report data
from unmodulated gray matter images (i.e., without a correction for
local volume differences) because this provided the closest match to
the processing of the functional images. However, to ensure that we
were not losing any information, we also conducted the same analyses
with volume-modulated gray matter images, and we found that our
results were unaffected. Because modulated images represent both
volume and probability density and unmodulated images represent

only density, the effects appear to be driven by gray matter density
rather than volume. From the resulting symmetrical and unsmoothed
gray matter images, we created left � right gray matter lateralization
images by copying and flipping the images and then subtracting the
flipped images from the unflipped images.

Functional MRI data
Preprocessing. Each subject’s functional volumes were realigned to the
same space as the corresponding structural image before preprocessing.
Residual motion-related signal changes were adjusted using the unwarp-
ing routines of SPM (Andersson et al., 2001). Once the functional images
were in the same space as the original anatomical image, the same spatial
normalization parameters could be applied. In other words, the param-
eters for the spatial normalization of the structural image to the symmet-
rical template were applied to the functional images. The resulting
functional images with 2 � 2 � 2 mm voxels were then subjected to the
same 6 mm smoothing as the anatomical images.

First-level analysis. At the first level, functional data were analyzed in a
subject-specific manner. Correct responses for each of the eight condi-
tions, the instructions, as well as the errors were modeled separately, with
event-related delta functions for each trial, convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function. Condition effects were estimated ac-
cording to the general linear model. To exclude low-frequency con-
founds, the data were high-pass filtered using a set of discrete cosine basis
functions with a cutoff period of 128 s. Our effects of interest were ex-
tracted from the statistical contrasts as follows. (1) Language activation
involved the comparison of activation for naming, reading, and semantic
decisions to activation for perceptual decisions and saying 1, 2, 3 to
non-objects and symbols. The resulting image was then copied and the
copy was flipped along the x-axis. The resulting flipped contrast was then
subtracted from its original (unflipped) version to create a map of lan-
guage lateralization (for a similar rationale, see Jäncke et al., 2002; Josse et
al., 2008). (2) Visual processing is common to all conditions. This in-
volved a comparison of activation for all eight conditions (correct re-
sponses for the four activation and four baselines) to fixation. (3)
Articulation involved a comparison of activation for naming, reading,
and saying 1, 2, 3 to non-objects and symbols with activation for seman-
tic and perceptual decisions.

Combining structural with functional MRI data
First, we computed the average structural and language lateralization
maps to show the extent of both types of lateralization across the 86
subjects (see Fig. 2). We then computed the following list of images for
the second-level analyses in which structural data were used as the inde-
pendent variable (i.e., the regressor) and functional data were used as the
dependent variable: for structural images, (A) gray matter lateralization
(left � right gray matter probability) and (B) gray matter probability
images (no subtraction between left and right values); for functional
images, (1) language lateralization images (left � right language activa-
tion) in which language activation refers to semantic, naming, and read-
ing activation relative to activation for perceptual tasks and saying 1, 2, 3
(i.e., corresponding to meaningful vs meaningless in Fig. 2), (2) language
activation images (no subtraction between left and right values), (3)
visual activation relative to fixation, and (4) articulation tasks (naming,
reading, and saying 1, 2, 3) relative to finger-press tasks (semantic and
perceptual matching) (A was used to explain 1, and B was used to explain
2, 3, and 4).

Details of the analyses are as follows. To determine the relationship
between gray matter and functional activation at a voxel-by-voxel level,
the analyses entered the functional contrast images as the data and used
the gray matter as the regressor. The values for both the BOLD and gray
matter values had been scaled in each voxel by the subject’s mean voxel
value. This is standard procedure with functional MRI (fMRI) data anal-
yses in SPM and was applied here to the structural image processing for
consistency. To do the analyses, we adapted the second-level regression
tool in SPM5 so that we could specify a different regressor (gray matter
probability) at each voxel (not currently available in the distributed ver-
sion of the software). A regression model can be fitted between two sets of
images by using the classical generalized linear model implemented in
SPM.
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In general, SPM regression involves fitting the same design matrix to every
voxel, for example,

yi � Xßi � �i,

for {i � 1. . . N, the voxel position in the brain}, and yi is a K dimensional
vector and X is a K � p design matrix.

The spatially varying regression model is intended for the cases in which
the design matrix depends on the voxel position. For these cases, we solve N
linear regressions of the form following:

yi � Xißi � �i.

Here, yi is the functional signal in a given voxel i, and Xi contains the
structural signal at the same voxel i.

Summary statistics (e.g., contrasts) and t/F values can be computed for
each voxel. We also used the classical SPM machinery to correct for
multiple comparisons. The smoothness of the images was derived from
the residuals, and random field theory was applied to compute the p
values corrected for the search volume.

Four different second-level analyses were conducted on the images. The
first used the language lateralization images as the data and the gray matter
lateralization images as the regressors. The three subsequent second-level

analyses used normalized activation (contrast)
and gray matter probability images (rather than
the lateralization images). These three analyses,
respectively, used language, visual, and articula-
tion activation images as the data.

Results
Despite normalization of all structural
and functional images to the symmetric
SPM template, residual asymmetry re-
mained as shown in Figure 2 (see also sup-
plemental Tables 2, 3, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Cortical maps averaged across 86 subjects
show significant left � right language ac-
tivations and structural asymmetries and
right � left structural asymmetries (which
could be related to a multitude of other pro-
cesses not tested in the current experiment).
The only significant right � left language
asymmetry was located in the cerebellum.
Overlap was found between these structural
and language lateralization maps in the
occipito-temporal, supramarginal, and in-
ferior frontal areas (left � right), as well as in
the cerebellum (right � left).

The regression between left � right
language activation and left � right gray
matter probability demonstrated that the
degree to which language activation was
lateralized was positively predicted by the
degree to which the underlying gray mat-
ter was lateralized. Figure 3 shows that this
positive relationship was observed in the
majority of voxels showing language later-
alization per se. Figure 4 shows details of
the structure–function relationship in the
three regions showing the most significant
effect ( p � 0.05 corrected for multiple
comparisons across the whole brain in ei-
ther height or extent). These three regions
were located in the posterior part of the
inferior frontal sulcus at the level of the
pars opercularis (x, y, z, �40, 16, 20; Z

score for structure–function relationship � 4.9), the posterior
superior temporal region (�62, �20, 2; Z score � 5.0), and the
ventral occipito-temporal region (�42, �44, �8; Z score � 4.2).
There were no voxels showing a negative relationship between gray
matter probability and language activation or lateralization. Finally,
there was no evidence for a relationship between the global hemi-
spheric lateralization index and structural asymmetry in any region.

The right side of Figure 4 illustrates that the relationship between
language lateralization and gray matter lateralization arose in the
context of a positive relationship between language activation and
gray matter in the original normalized images. In other words, the
lateralization effects were a consequence of a more general positive
relationship between functional activation and gray matter. Indeed,
this effect was not even specific to language activation because we
also observed a positive relationship between functional activation
and gray matter probability in the context of activation for visual
processing and articulation (Fig. 5) (supplemental Tables 4, 5,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Left
versus right asymmetries were also observed in the activation

Figure 2. Language and gray matter lateralization considered separately. Average structural and functional (language) asym-
metry maps obtained from 86 subjects and overlaid on one subject’s symmetrically normalized image. The numbers refer to the x
coordinates (millimeters from midline) in symmetrical MNI space. Maps were thresholded at p � 0.05 familywise error corrected
in terms of either intensity or spatial extent (after initial thresholding at uncorrected p � 0.001). The figure illustrates that the
pattern of structural asymmetry is not limited to language areas but will also be determined by many other functions (see Fig. 4).
Nevertheless, in voxels related to language processing, structural asymmetry correlates with language lateralization (see Fig. 3).
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pattern for visual processing and articula-
tion, and, as with the language asymmetry
maps, the relationship between structural
and functional asymmetries was always
positive. We do not report the details of
these effects here because, unlike the lan-
guage asymmetry maps that showed pre-
dominantly left-lateralized activation, visual
and articulation asymmetry maps showed
both left � right and right � left asymme-
tries and their interpretation therefore re-
quires additional experimentation.

Discussion
Our findings demonstrate that the degree
to which language is lateralized to the left
or right hemisphere is positively pre-
dicted, on a voxel-by-voxel basis, by the
degree to which gray matter is lateralized
in the left or right hemisphere (Fig. 3).
Although this positive relationship was
observed throughout the language sys-
tem, it was exceptionally strong in three
regions that were located in (1) the infe-
rior frontal sulcus at the level of the pars
opercularis, (2) a superior temporal re-
gion that lies in the auditory association
cortex, ventral and lateral to the planum
temporal, and (3) a left occipito-temporal
region on the border between the middle
temporal cortex and the occipital lobe but
critically less posterior and less ventral
than the area known as the visual word
form area (Fig. 4). The identification of
these regions in our study is not surpris-
ing. The pars opercularis is associated
with both phonological and semantic pro-
cessing of auditory and visual words
(Gold and Buckner, 2002; Devlin et al.,
2003; Gitelman et al., 2005; Cone et al.,
2008). Likewise, the left occipito-temporal
region is associated with semantic pro-
cessing of both auditory and visual words
(Booth et al., 2002; Noppeney and Price,
2002; Vigneau et al., 2006). Although we
used only visual stimuli, each of our lan-
guage tasks involved semantic and/or
phonological processing. Moreover, pic-
ture naming and reading also activate the
auditory cortices when the participants
hear the sound of their spoken response
(Price et al., 1996; Bohland and Guenther,
2006; Fu et al., 2006). Thus, our paradigm
was sensitive to lateralization of a range of
language processes.

The strong relationship between struc-
tural asymmetry and language lateral-
ization in the vicinity of the planum
temporale is consistent with the early
studies that noticed that the planum temporale is bigger in the left
than the right hemisphere in the majority of human brains and
the subsequent proposal that this structural asymmetry had to do
with functional lateralization (Geschwind and Levitsky, 1968;

Tzourio et al., 1998). In addition, the strong relationship between
structural asymmetry and language lateralization in the pars
opercularis is consistent with a study that reported that the struc-
ture of this region correlated with the degree of global language

Figure 3. The positive relationship between language and gray matter lateralization. The left column shows peak functional activation
for left � right language lateralization (top) or language activation per se (bottom) rendered on left hemisphere structural images. The
right column shows the voxels in which the degree of activation in the functional images was positively correlated with the gray matter
density in the structural images. The numbers refer to the x coordinates (millimeters from midline) in symmetrical MNI space. The statistical
thresholds were adjusted to illustrate that the most significant activations in the functional maps (left column) were all positively correlated
with gray matter density (right column). For language activation per se (top left), the statistical threshold was p � 0.05 corrected for
multiplecomparisonsacrossthewholebrain inheight(t�5.0).For languagelateralization(bottomleft), thestatistical threshold was p�
0.001 uncorrected (t�3.0). To show all voxels with a positive structural–functional relationship (right column), we lowered the statistical
threshold to p � 0.1 uncorrected (t � 1.3). Details of the most significant correlations are provided in Figure 4 and supplemental data
(available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). GM, Gray matter.
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lateralization as assessed by the Wada test in patients (Dorsaint-
Pierre et al., 2006). Our results are concordant with previous
studies but offer several new advances. First, a relationship be-
tween brain structure and language lateralization is demonstrated
in a large sample of healthy subjects. Therefore, unlike previous
studies, our results could not be explained by lesion-induced plastic-
ity effects. Second, we estimated language lateralization at the

voxel level, which allows us to accommodate regional differ-
ences in the degree of lateralization across the brain (Josse and
Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2004). This voxel-based approach demon-
strates that language lateralization is predicted by distributed
asymmetry in structural (i.e., gray matter) images and was not
restricted to a single causal region such as the planum tempo-
rale or frontal operculum.

Figure 4. The positive relationship between language and gray matter lateralization (plots). Plots of the relationship between language and gray matter lateralization in the three regions showing the most
significant correlation. Left column illustrates the location of the regions. Middle column shows left–right language-related BOLD ( y-axis) plotted against left–right normalized gray matter probability (x-axis).
The values for both the BOLD and gray matter values have been scaled in each voxel such that the mean voxel value at a global level is 100. This is standard procedure with fMRI data analyses in SPM and was
applied here to the structural image processing for consistency. It had no impact on the structural–functional relationship. The numbers refer to the x coordinates (millimeters from midline) in symmetrical MNI
space. R values for this column are as follows: 0.5 in the inferior frontal, 0.51 in the superior temporal, and 0.44 in the occipito-temporal. Right column shows language activation ( y-axis) and normalized gray
matter probability in the left (circles and continuous line) and right (crosses and dashed line) hemisphere, at the same voxels. Note that these slopes are all positive and significant ( p�0.05) except in the right
occipito-temporal ( p�0.09) and did not differ significantly between left and right hemisphere (except in the occipito-temporal cortex, p�0.02). The consistently positive relationship between activation and
gray matter is important because it allows us to exclude the possibility that a significant correlation between BOLD and gray matter asymmetry arose in the context of a negative relationship between activation
and gray matter probability. R values in this column are as follows: 0.24 in the left inferior frontal, 0.29 in the right inferior frontal, 0.23 in the left superior temporal, 0.38 in the right superior temporal, 0.44 in the
left occipito-temporal, and 0.19 in the right occipito-temporal.
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Implications of the relationship
between structural and
functional lateralization
Language lateralization is a well-established
functional feature of the human brain, evi-
denced by studying the site of brain damage
in patients with language difficulties (Broca,
1865; Hécaen et al., 1981; Finger and Roe,
1999), the effect of suppressing the function
of one hemisphere at a time (Kimura, 1961;
Wada and Rasmussen, 2007), the effect of
presenting language stimuli independently
to the left and right ears/visual fields (Cohen
et al., 2002; Tervaniemi and Hugdahl,
2003), and functional neuroimaging studies
comparing left and right hemisphere activa-
tions (Mazoyer et al., 1993; Binder et al.,
1996; Knecht et al., 2002). Despite this
wealth of evidence, it is still unclear why
there is language lateralization, why the left
hemisphere, rather than the right, is domi-
nant for language in most subjects, and why
this feature varies between subjects with a
varying degree of left lateralization and even
right-hemispheric dominance in a minority
of subjects (Toga and Thompson, 2003;
Josse and Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2004). Struc-
tural asymmetries parallel and precede this
functional asymmetry, leading to the hy-
pothesis that the former can predict and ex-
plain the latter. However, to date, few
studies have investigated this hypothesis,
and none have answered a more specific,
underlying question: does structural asym-
metry of a given region predict functional
asymmetry in the same region? Our results
bring an affirmative answer to this question.

Post hoc analyses of language activation
in the left or right hemisphere revealed an
additional novel observation. Specifically,
we found that, when language activation
was high in a left or right hemisphere voxel,
gray matter was also high in that voxel (Fig.
4). Our lateralization results can therefore
be explained in terms of a general relation-
ship between gray matter probability and
activation. To explore this relationship fur-
ther, we correlated gray matter probability
and functional activation for visual process-
ing and articulation. We found that high
gray matter predicts high activation on a
voxel-by-voxel basis in visual and articula-
tory regions, respectively (Fig. 5). This rela-
tionship between gray matter probability
and functional activation has not been dem-
onstrated before, but it has widespread im-
plications for interpreting group differences
in fMRI activation studies as well as correla-
tions between behavior and structural or
functional neuroimaging measures. Specifi-
cally, there may be some common driving
factors that explain a host of diverse results.
Our findings therefore motivate future

Figure 5. The positive relationship between gray matter and visual and articulatory activation. The left column shows peak
activation for visual processing (above) and articulation (below) on coronal slices of the symmetrical brain template. The right
column shows the voxels in which the degree of activation in the functional images correlated with the gray matter density in the
structural images. The numbers refer to the y coordinates (millimeters behind the anterior commissure line) in MNI space. The
statistical threshold was adjusted to show the correspondence between the location of the peak effects. The t values were �12 for
all voxels showing visual activation, �8 for all voxels showing articulation activation, and �2 for all voxels showing a positive
relationship between gray matter and activation. Details of the significance of these effects are provided in supplemental data
(available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), but, in all cases, regional effects were significant after a correction for
multiple comparisons across the whole brain.
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studies to investigate whether the effect of (for instance) age, hand-
edness, or gender in functional activation maps correlate with the
effect of age, handedness, or gender in structural images (Josse and
Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2004; Asllani et al., 2009). More critically, addi-
tional studies are required to establish the causal relationship be-
tween gray matter and functional activation. For example, does
increased gray matter cause increased functional activation (Chi et
al., 1977), does increased functional activation increase gray matter
(Draganski et al., 2004), or do both gray matter and functional activa-
tion depend on a single causal factor (e.g., vasculature)?

In summary, we have shown that the degree to which language is
lateralized can be predicted by the degree to which gray matter is
lateralized in the same voxels. Post hoc analyses suggest that this
observation is a consequence of a direct relationship between activa-
tion and the probability that the underlying structure was gray mat-
ter. Our findings motivate additional investigation of the causal
relationship between brain structure, neural activity, behavior, and
demographic variables, such as age, gender, and handedness. From a
clinical perspective, future studies are now required to determine
whether the degree to which language lateralization is predicted
from brain structure in large cohorts can be accurately used to pre-
dict language lateralization at the single patient level.
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